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A new era is dawning in the construction, engineering and capital assets industries. An era where
visionary organisations are revolutionising the approach to project controls. They are making
transformative changes by distilling the essence of successful projects and discarding the traits of failed
projects. These visionaries are following their true engineering passion and creating learning
organisations where the best practices from successful projects are captured and applied to all future
projects.
In this session, Ian Watt, the Regional Director of Asia Pacific for InEight, will explore why current project
control practices are insufficient and how organisations can materially improve project outcomes with
an advanced approach to project controls involving technology, innovative methods and improved
processes.
He will unveil the next generation of interoperable platforms for project controls, spanning all project
dimensions including scope, time, cost, quantities, quality and risk. These platforms provide connected
and trustworthy actionable insights that quantifiably help reduce risk, improve quality, free up cash and
deliver improved shareholder and stakeholder outcomes.
In this session, he will explain how the visionary pioneers of this era are positioning themselves to get
their jobs done right the first time every time… and within budget. He will:








Explain the types of organisations that are the best fit for project control transformation
Outline the organisational requirements to make substantial project control changes
Detail a revolutionary approach to project controls that can help construction companies
transform their businesses
Explain the material and quantifiable outcomes of such an approach
Highlight the initial results that visionary organisations are achieving
Discuss how this transformative approach frees up engineers’ time, enabling them to focus on
innovation and invention
Showcase how this approach can be used to transform businesses into learning organisations to
consistently improve in future endeavours

Attendees participating in this session will gain insights into how visionary organisations are changing
their project controls practices in a way that is paying dividends and delivering improved project
outcomes. They will also learn more about how to adopt similar approaches within their own
organisations.

